Frequently Asked
Questions
1. What are Mitoshi Tokens?

About fifteen percent [15%] are allocated to the

Mitoshi tokens are application coins that you can use

team members of the project to compensate for the

to participate in the mitoshi cryptolotto platform.

advances made to ensure the project. It also covers

The team responsible for the project believes that

for their professional fees for services rendered

cryptolotto is a viable and a profitable initiative given

during the duration of the project. The ten percent

the strong growth of the industry and the demand

[10%] are allocated for advisor of the project for their

for a fair, transparent and secure platform for doing

expertise on the subject matter so as to lead the

lotteries.

project in the right direction.

Mitoshi tokens do not constitute ownership of the

5. How much are the tokens priced?

company. And should not be construed as securities.

The tokens will be priced differently during the
various sales stages.

2. How many Mitoshi tokens will be floated?
There will be 1,000,000,000 [One Billion] mitoshi

Sales Stages

tokens to be floated during the token sale. The
reason for the massive size of the float is that we will
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be having a global marketing campaign to attract
crypto investors and lotto players from all over the
world with focus on Asia, North America and Europe.
3. Why so much tokens on float?
The executive team believes that because of the
global appeal of lottery, we expect subscribers to
come from anywhere across the globe. This will
also be supported by the group’s massive marketing
campaign.
4. How will Mitoshi tokens be allocated?
The allocation of the tokens will be as follows:
68%

Token Sale

15%
Team

Advisors and Partners

Bounties and Airdrops

Exchange Listing

6. How can I participate during the private sale?

9. How Do I subscribe to Mitoshi tokens?

Special terms and sales bounties can be offered

To purchase Mitoshi tokens, you can go to

during the private round. You can contact

www.mitoshi.io and click BUY TOKENS. You will be

luckyyou@mitoshiworldwide.com.

required to create and register an account. After an
account has been created, you need to fund that

7. How will the funds from the sale of the tokens be

account with either ETH, BTC or fiat currency in USD by

distributed?

transferring your intended amount in ETH, BTC or USD.

Funds generated for each token sale will be

Once these assets have been credited to your account,

distributed as follows:

you can now start purchasing mitoshi tokens.
50%

Set-Up of Winnings &
Reserve Fund

20%

10. How much can I buy during the pre sale and ICO
Periods? How much is the minimum?
There is no limit to how many mitoshi tokens you would

Technical Development

like to purchase. However, the minimum required

15%

amount for purchase is 2 ETH or its equivalent in fiat

Promotions and Marketing

10%

Sales Commission

5%
Admin and Global
Operations

[USD] or BTC.
11. What is the soft cap?
The soft cap is set at US$10Million dollars. That
amount includes setting up the fund for the jackpot
prizes and reserve fund for future prizes.

About fifty percent [50%] of every token sale will be
allocated to set up and fund the winnings for the

12. What happens if you don’t reach the softcap?

draws in this project. This is way higher from the

Depending on the reception of the market and forces

average of 20% to 30% from traditional lotteries.

that affect the token sale, the management of Mitoshi
may have to extend the sale period to reach the softcap.

8. What opportunities are there for me should I

Details will be announced if the need should arise.

decide to subscribe to mitoshi tokens?
There are three ways to make money from mitoshi:

13. What happens after the ICO?
Mitoshi tokens will be listed within one month after the

a. When you participate in the token sale,

end of the ICO, which is sometime September 2019.

you have an opportunity to purchase
the tokens at discounted prices, and sell

14. What happens to unsold tokens?

them higher upon listing in an exchange.

Unsold tokens will be burned.

b. When you play in the Mitoshi CryptoLotto
Draws, you will have the opportunity to

15. How does the referral program work?

win in any of the draws

Once you have a mitoshi wallet, you will be asked to

c. When you refer, you get 10% when the

invite contacts either in your social media or email

person you referred also purchases

accounts. A referral link will be provided. Should the

tokens – instantly credited to your

referred party register and create and account, and

account

buys token – you will automatically get a 10% referral
fee credited to your account. The credit will be in

Mitoshi does not offer massive returns or windfall

MTSH tokens.

profits by doing nothing. When you own mitoshi
tokens, you can roll over your investment through

16. What are your projections for token prices?

action by either holding, playing or referring.

MTSH will be priced at US$0.20 or its equivalent in

ETH or BTC. Preselling prices offer more discounts

22. How much fund are you going raise in the pre-

(you can refer to above sales stages). One [1] Mitoshi

sale?

tokens allow you to participate in 1 lottery draw. The

Private Sale: US$20Mn

average price of lottery tickets are at about US$2.50 to

Pre Sale: US$20Mn

US$3.00 and we see MTSH tokens reaching that level

Crowd Sale: US$60Mn

in due time.
23. When will bounty ends?
17. How are you going to promote Mitoshi

Bounty will end with the end of Crowdsale.

CryptoLotto ICO Offering?
Mitoshi believes in seeking expert help and we have

24. Where do i have to register for presale?

already commissioned the services of firms with a

Kindly got to our website and click on “Buy Tokens”.

strong competence in community management, PR,
social media and digital marketing. Our engagement

25. Can we check and audit the smart contracts?

with them will run for 10 months that includes the

Yes, you can participate in our telegram groups and we

preselling, the ICO and the listing stages [October 2018

will give you a link to audit and check the codes.

to August 2019]. After which and upon evaluation,
will continue so with their services when we already

26. Are you planning of getting a gaming license?

commence the marketing the Mitoshi CryptoLotto

Yes, we would like the games as credible and authentic

platform and the draws.

and are now looking at our options to where to get
those licenses from a friendly jurisdiction.

18. What are the use cases of Blockchain Tech in this
project?

27. Which Exchanges are you planning to list Mitoshi

Integrating blockchain technology decentralizes

Token?

the chances, making the lottery more transparent

We are in discussions with some top exchanges like

and more accessible. Smart Contracts will be used

HitBTC, Bittrex, and of course Binance. Once we get

for collecting and distributing funds, as well as in

the discussion closed we will announce on our social

paying sales and winnings instantly. Furthermore,

media and TG channel.

Decentralized technology is a way to work around
regulatory policies making its market more expandable

28. What are the expectations from Mitoshi in two

and involved.

years time?
Because of the global draws with big jackpot prizes, we

19. What is ERC20?

will be the biggest crypto / online lottery in the world

ERC 20 is protocol of building smart contracts and

powered by smart contracts on a blockchain platform.

Tokens on top of Ethereum Blockchain.

Our lottery is not limited to border. All you need is an
internet to join the draws.

20. Why Ethereum Blockchain?
84% of projects and ICO initiatives revolved around

29. What are the challenges for this project?

the Ethereum platform for development. We would

a. Jurisdictions where cryptocurrencies and ICO’s are

like Mitoshi to be compatible with other e-wallets and
blockchain projects.

banned
b. Our token is based on an Ethereum platform. If
Ethereum as well as Bitcoin prices go down, we

21. When does presale ends.Is Kyc required for

expect people to hold on to their cash and not

crowdsale?

participate.

Presale ends on on July 2019

c. Acceptance of Cryptocurrencies

Yes, KYC is required for the crowdsale

d. It’s a new technology and there will be a lot of

In fact, we will execute a KYC to all the sales stages:

convincing for people to trust the blockchain and

private sale; pre sale and crowd sale.

smart contracts.

